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REACTIVE PLASMA ACCELERATOR JET POTENTIAL MEASUREMENT BY
EMISSIVE PROBE WITH PLASMA ELECTRON HEATING

VLADIMIR N. Chernik *

Abtract

The technique has been developed to make use of the ordinary
type Langmuir probe as emissive one in oxidative plasma jet. The
probe is heated by plasma electron bombardment under positive
voltage pulse periodic bias. The "floating" probe mode is
described with an accurancy to 0,5 V and high probe durability
in oxygen plasma flow.

Nomenclature

c = specific heat of probe material
D = Debye length
d = probe diam
F = probe feed pulse frequeucy
I,Ip = average and peak probe feed pulse current
Je = probe emissive current density
Jo = density of plasma electron current collected by

plasma potential probe
k = Boltzmann constant
1 = probe length
m = electron mass
n = plasma density
P = average probe dissipated power
Pe = plasma electron bombardment power average
Pt = probe radiant heat power average
P = average probe power conducted to holder
Ps = spesific radiant power of probe material
T ,Tp = temperature of plasma electrons and probe
U, Up = average and peak probe feed pulse voltage
Um = probe voltage relative to virtual cathode
Y = thermal conductance of probe to holder

= radiant to.-tal emittance of probe material
= Stefan - Boltzmann constant

'of ,i = probe, plasma and virtual cathode potential
S = mass density of probe material
&Tp,6f= pause probe temperature and potential falls

Introduction

Langmuire probe potential measurements are not accurate in
plasma accelerator jet because of magnetic field and fast
electrons [1). In such a case an electron-emitting plasma probe
is used often for plasma potential measurements. The simplest
technique is the direct measurement of "floating" emissive probe
potential which is near plasma potential to an accuracy of some
1 V[2]. The probe is usually a thin (less 100 microns) tungsten
filament of line-, coil- or U-like form spot welded on two
holders, insulated by glass or ceramics. It is heated by half-
wave rectification filament current pulses of 50 Hz supply
transformed. The probe potential measurement is carried out
during a pause when the filament is equipotential.
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The traditional emissive probe design displays some defectslimiting of the technique capabilities. l)Its construction ismore complicated and more difficult and tedious in making thatusuall Langmuir probe one, but 2) its lifetime is too shortowing to thin filament destruction under intensive high kineticenergy and espesially oxidative plasma jets. 3)The ionscollecting surface uncertainty in mooving plasma makes thecomplementary Langmuir probe be introduced to measure of theplasma density. 4) To reduce of a ripple noise on the highimpedance load of "floating probe from the supply through thetransfer capacity of the filament transformer the heat networkis complicated by step-down and stepup transformers cascading[3].This paper presents the emissive probe technique for plasmapotential measurement by the Langmuir probe of ordinary type socalled the probe with a clearance" 14]. The technique is notneeded of "floating" filament high-current external supply. Theprobe heating is caused by plasma electrons bombardment underrelative to ground periodic positive voltage pulses. The sameprobe may be also used in a regular manner to measure of plasmaelectron temperature Te and density n

Experimental technique

A schematic diagram of this technique is shown in fig.l. Thecylindrical probe is
a piece 1 of W wire
diam of 0.5 mm, j V-7
installed into ceramic V-J c tioap
insulating pipe 2. The - 6
piece 3 of pipe with -- --
larger diam precludes 40
electron bombardement
heating of wire piece
nearby the pipe 2 --- Iand latter thermo- ~22
destruction when the
probe is heated. The
probe is plunged into
plasma jet axially. _ I
The probe is loaded
by high impedance
voltage divider 10
with silicon high
voltage diode limiter
4, connected to Fig.l
oscillograph 5 input

on which screen the probe potential variatious are
observed. If the divider and the limiter using the oscillographinput excess load under positive half- wave is decreased and the
probe load impedance in ause is increased to "floating" level
nearly. Positive half - wave voltage pulses are produced bysilicon high voltage diode column rectifier- 6, possesed ofanegligible electric leakage under negative half- wave. It isfed from 220 v supply through adjustable and step - downtransformers 7.8. When positive voltage pulses being risen bytransform 7 adjusting the plasma electron current and as aconsequence the probe temperature increase. As the probe beingheated its potential rise is observed in pause. When the riserate begining to decrease the probe potential P is approximating
to plasma one by To measure of the T ,n the probe isconnected by switch 9 to I- V characteriograph.



Results and discussion

Figure 2 displays a number of probe potential oscillograms
registred when positive voltage pulse amplitude increasing step
by step.
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Figure 3 shows the probe potential as a function of measured
average power P, dissipated by the probe and its electron
emission current density je calculated (curve 1).
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The potential is measured in pause starting point, till the
robe has not cooled yet. So long as the probe temperature and



emissivity are not enough to compensate completely plasmaelectron current collected the emissive current density jestrong dependence of exists. In such a case during pause thepotential fallAo is observed on oscillograms (b,c) due to probecooling. When e being in excess of plasma electron currentdensity Ji on the probe under co the plasma probe operatesin the space-charge-limited regime with a small Je dependence of9. The intrapause potential fall A is disappeared ooscillogram (d). o
To interpretate the experimental dates presented thetheoretical analisis results, obtained by Kemp and Sellen [23were used. Figure 4 shows the Je dependences of probe potentialLt (curve 1) and virtual cathode potential 0t (curve 2). The

curves based on computed solution of Poisson's eduation [23.If the probe emissive current exceeds the level needed tocompensate of plasma electron current collected by the prober(i.e. je / o >) the space - charge - limited reime begins andvitual cathode with space charge potential minimum 9,, exists.While the probe temperature and je rising the potential r tendsto o.When the space - charge saturation is deep (je /jo >>1)
the potential 9, is closely equal to (O , and the probe ispositive to plasma on the voltage Ut =, - . As Schuss andParker have shown [5] an emissive probe in a plasma behaves as avacuum diode with anode approximately 1.9 Debye length from theprobe and the anode current equal to the plasma electron currentcollected by the probe. It allows to calculate Ur as for vacuumdiode, which theory has been developed in extenso [6]. When Ujcalculating the probe temperature and emissivity are found fromthe probe power balance P=P+ =7dl6 T 4 +YTp . The probeaverage power calculated by the probe feed current and voltagepulses average I,U measuring by rectifier magnetoelectricdevices. The pulses were observed as half- wave -cutoff
sinusoidal form. Thus P=IU9s2 /4  To define the thermalconductance Y the te"perature . T de f i n e  the thermalconductash an equation.he teperture was calculted from Richardson - IequDashman equation To do s is suggested to be approximately
seeual to Fig.3, P=5,4/2 in the beginning of growing part of curve 1(see Fig.3, P=5,4 W) below inflection point where O depends onJcu -Jot The value of Jo is measured preliminary by voltage -

current characteristics of the probe. Thus Tp ,P ,Pr and Y maybe estimated. Some uncertainty of Je choice results in unlargeerror of Um due to its logarithmic dependence on . Figure 3shows the Je dependences of the Um (curve 3) calculated and(m =- - Um (curve 2). As seen Fig.3 and 4 display qualitifullagreement. The probe potential V is equal 4 sat the space -
charge saturation beginning nearly inflection- Point of curve -.This point oscillogram has a feature which is in stopping ofpotential fall during pause because the probe wire cooling andemissivity decreasing are small and not enough to go out of thespace - charge saturation. When this oscillogram feature arisingthe probe potential achieves the plasma one(Fig.2,oscillgram d).The error is due to uncertainty of space charge saturation J/j.Owing to the small Je dependence of after deflection point the Ierror is not exceed 2kT or some 0,5V as seen from Fig. 3,4.To estimate of plasma minimum density adequate to thetechnique the probe power balance analisis was carried out. Forlong cylindical probe (l>>d) the end effects were accepted to be
negligible just as heat convection at vacuum lower 10-2 ha and=PT . The probe feed maximum positive peak voltage Up issupposed to be high (Up >kTe). Thus for the small probe (d<D)
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the feed peak current is probe plasma electron one [7]

Ip =2nedl(kTe/2m) *(l+eUp/kTe ) =2ndle" (Up/2 m )

The bombardment averade power is avaluated as

=PQ =FJU(sinwt)2ne ld(Up/2m) (sinwt) dt=2(2m)'ldFe U (sinwt) dt<

S<(2/m n1de 2/ Thus n >iFP U e (m/2)

If tungsten probe using the minimum plasma density is estimated

as n =5*10 cm- for Up =500 V, P =70 W CM2  Tp =2500 K,

je =0,3 A cm "2  This value correspondes to the common one ofplasma accelerator jet.
The experimental results were obtained in oxygen plasma jet

ith density n=1,5*10 0 cm 3 under Up =360 V in inflection point(See Fig. 3).
When the probe designing the wire diam is chosen to obtainrequisite pause cooling AT . On the assumptions made the radiantheat loss in pause from unit length VT P. d/2F is equal to

decreasing of the probe body heat cp 7rd aTp/4.Thus d>2P /coTpFIf aTp=20 K that correspondes to 40 % je drop for tungsten probeunder feed frequency F= 50 Hz the wire diam is d>0,5 mm. Suchprobe was used in the experiments. This wire has a long lifetimein oxidative plasma flows. The wire diam is found to decrease
neglegible after 10 hours measurements in oxygen plasma jet with
ion current density 2 mA cm- When the frequency increasing thediam d may be decreased.

The technique presented was used for oxygen plasma acceleratorjet diagnostic.
Figure 5 shows the axial plasma and
floating" potentials o, , destribu- v

tions in oxygen plasma accelerator
jet, used for material tests [8,9]. Co

Conclusions .

The results in point show that the ,2
technique proposed provides potential
measuring for plasma accelerator jet
oxidative with long durability and o 4 - zf Z Cm
acceptable accuracy to 0,5 V. In
doing so the ordinary Langmuir probe Fig.5is used.
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